
CASE STUDY MICROSOFTS DOWNFALL

Since , Microsoft has lost its leadâ€”and its mojo. The story of Microsoft's lost decade could serve as a business-school
case study on the pitfalls of . Would the company fall prey to the arrogance that dethroned IBM?.

In , a young developer noticed that friends in college signed up for AIM exclusively and left it running most of
the time. Nokia got to the top of its industry quickly. Anyone who wanted to tell friends what they were doing
could write it on their profile page, he said. Failing to mature Second, Nokia was unwilling to challenge itself.
Industry: Technology Millions of businesses worldwide use open source technology, and Microsoft is no
exception. The reason? As development took off, Microsoft engineers dumped a grab bag of functions into
Longhorn. The real problem for his colleagues was that a simple touch-screen device was seen as a laughable
distraction from the tried-and-true ways of dealing with data. Nokia Failure Analysis One of the reasons for
the failure of Nokia is the incorrect deal of the Nokia with the Windows. Can he succeed? But Europe still has
companies that dominate industries such as oil, aerospace, pharmaceuticals, automobiles and financial
services. Probably not. Finally, in May , Ballmer unveiled Bing. What happened? One division is competing
with SONY, while another group is battling apple, while even other teams are competing with Google for
example. In fact, Apple had already introduced its fifth-generation iPod, its less expensive iPod Mini, and was
about a year away from marketing the least costly of its music players, the iPod Nano. Advertisement The
music had stopped. Evidence of this struggling success can be seen in its stock prices which have completely
plateaued and even began to drop recently. Blinds are drawn; doors are closed. What were the decisions made
by the company has led it to a massive downfall from a stronghold stand? As a result, the company was
consumed by an endless series of internal knife fights. It worried too much about hanging on to its market
share, rather than creating new products to excite customers. Or what were the reasons why Nokia failed? The
program took as long as 10 minutes to boot up. Despite facing a challenge in IBM in the beginning when
Microsoft first entered the industry, who was also getting overly confident and comfortable with its position in
the industry. The users were very satisfied with its services and hardware. Within a year, Microsoft had lost
more than half its value, never to return to its soaring heights of the past. In order to compete in the technology
industry, a company needs to continuously be innovation for its customers; Microsoft was not doing that. He
had piercing blue eyes and a genuine toughness. And that means schmoozing and brown-nosing as many
supervisors as possible. And in response the company did â€¦ nothing in particular. But once there, it became
complacent in an industry where laziness is fatal. Can higher management do anything to help Roberts make
the transitions to greater responsibility? Faster fixes. Worse, the strategy for success at Microsoft was turned
on its head. The building was finished. Reasons Behind the Failure of Nokia! Within four months she became
a supervisor of ten staff accountants to fill a vacancy. He threw a chair against the wall.


